Quantitation of rodent catalepsy by a computer-imaging technique.
Catalepsy is usually defined as a behavioral state in which an animal maintains an unnatural posture for an extended period of time. While numerous laboratory models have been developed for assessing catalepsy, a common problem encountered with most procedures is the difficulty in quantitating immobility. Measurement of catalepsy is still frequently subjective in nature. To eliminate this subjectivity, a computer-based technique was developed for quantitating catalepsy in mice and rats as measured on the elevated ring. The system consisted of a video camera that was focused on either three mice or two rats. Their behavior was recorded during a 5-min session on videotape that was subsequently transmitted to a Macintosh II microcomputer via a Scion Image-Capture 2 board. A modification of the NIH Image 1.17 public domain program allowed the image of the rat to be transformed to a purely black or white image by assigning pixel values of either 0 or 256. The subsequent captured image was preprocessed in an identical manner and each pixel was subtracted from its corresponding pixel in the previous frame. Thus, changes in animal posture between the two frames can be quantitated. One subtraction cycle (acquisition, bilevel processing, and subtraction) was repeated at an average rate of approximately one per second. To quantitate immobility by image analysis, each frame was subtracted from the previous frame during a 5-min session. The resulting data were sorted according to the magnitude of movement (number of changed pixels) and plotted vs. time.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)